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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
①

Futures in 2019: Cryptocurrency's trading new era

achieved a leap forward from billions of monthly trading to tens of billions in USD

②

$3 trillion in derivatives trading throughout the year

③

$8.5 billion daily average derivatives trading volume

④

1/5 Annual Derivatives Trading Volume / Annual Spot Trading Volume

⑤

85% The sum of the trading volume of the top three futures exchanges accounts for
the entire market

⑥

0.04%

⑦

Twice It is expected that the total volume of futures trading will reach more than
twice the spot trading volume in 2020

2019 Q4 Bakkt trading volume compared with BitMEX XBT / USDT contract

⑧ From a market perspective, on the one hand, The rise in Bitcoin value has added a
strong positive sentiment to the market, and on the other hand, the actual use cases
realisation ability has continued to increase. In the second half of 2019, the total
market trading volume of derivatives in the second half of 2019 was nearly double
that of the first half.
⑨ The cryptocurrency derivatives product market is becoming more diversified, and
perpetual futures contracts are the mainstream; however, the market trading fees
cannot meet the institution's trading expectations, and those be the first to reduce
fees will be favored by the institutions in the future.
⑩ Options contracts are gradually emerging in 2019; according to the analysis of
trading rules, this type of contract can bring continuous and stable income to the
exchange, and options contracts will acquire a larger market share in 2020. In
addition, American options are more align with the current investor interests, but no
such products are available in the market; American options are the next puzzle in
cryptocurrency trading.
⑪ In terms of the compliance, the SEC's approval of the STONE RIDGE TRUST VI fund
shows that policy makers are inclined to derivatives. However, currently there is only
one exchange that meets the criteria described in the fund's declaration; exchange
compliance is an important prerequisite for institutional investors to enter.

⑬ User activity data shows that if the downward trend in the spot market continues, the
derivatives industry will receive more attention.
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⑫ In addition, the SEC believes that ETFs will expose assets to markets that are easily
"manipulated." Data shows that the current compliance trading volume ratio of
cryptocurrency derivatives is between 1.2% and 5.4%; if this number is improved,
ETF products may be launched in 2020. The market gap for this type of product is
now filled by the five index contracts on the FTX.
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01.
MARKET OVERVIEW
2019
JAN

❖

❖

❖

❖

2019
APR

2019
JUL

FTX officially
launched
❖ Deribit lists
Ethereum
European options

❖

❖

❖

OCT
❖

FEB

BTCC launches
physical delivered
perpetual contract
❖ Kraken Acquires
Crypto Facilities, a
Compliance
Derivatives Trading
Platform, for over
$100 million
❖

2019

❖

MAR

CBOE
suspends USD
settlement of
Bitcoin futures
contract

2019
MAY

FTX launches world's
first digital currency
index contract
CoinFLEX launch
Polkadot's physical
delivery futures
contract
ErisX obtains
derivative clearing
license, can engage in
cryptocurrency futures
contract clearing
business

2019

OKEx will launch USDT
futures trading on
November 14 with a
maximum leverage of
100X
Perpetual contract
trading platform
Bybit's 24-hour trading
volume exceeds $ 4
billion
Decentralized
exchange DDEX
leveraged trading
officially launched

2019
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AUG

❖

OKEx 100X
leverage delivery
contract goes live
❖ CME Bitcoin futures
trading hits record
high with 33700
contracts traded,
with turnover
exceeding $1 billion
❖ OnTrade Futures
Derivatives
Exchange opens for
registration

2019

OKEx proposes
“Initiative on
forced
liquidation
industry
standards”
❖ CoinBene
launches
contract mining

2019

❖

❖

NOV
❖

Bakkt Announces
Single-Day Trading
Volume of Bitcoin
Futures to $ 37 Million
on November 28
Monetary Authority of
Singapore（MAS）
plans to authorize
trading platforms to
allow derivative
trading for specific
tokens

JUN

SEP

❖

CBOE stop
trading Bitcoin
futures
❖ CFTC approves
LedgerX launch
of physically
settled Bitcoin
futures contract

❖

❖

❖

2019
DEC

Binance acquires
derivatives
exchange JEX
Binance Launches
Futures Contract
Trading, Supports
USDT Margin
Trading and
Futures Price
Index
Bakkt launches
physical delivered
Bitcoin futures

❖

Bakkt launches
options product
❖ Sec approves a
Bitcoin options
fund under
NYDIG
❖ OKEx officially
launches USDT
margin
perpetual
contract
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❖

2019

OKEx「pricing bug」
cause a large number
of liquidation.
OKEx:Investigation on
board

❖

❖

2019

Bitbank Trade will
stop service on March
31
Bakkt launches
physical delivered
Bitcoin futures
CoinFLEX launch 20X
leveraged contract,
gains investment from
Roger Ver and
Dragonfly

03.
TRADING ACTIVITIES
The futures trading volume in 2019 exceeds US $ 3 trillion, and
the average daily futures trading volume is approximately US $
8.5 billion.
In the second half of 2019, the total market trading volume was
nearly double that of the first half.
The total trading volume of the top three futures exchanges
BitMEX, OKEx and Huobi DM accounts for 85% of the entire
market.

3.1 Futures and Spot Trading Volumes
TokenInsight collected the futures trading volume of 9 futures exchanges on the market,
including BitMEX, OKEx, Huobi DM, Bybit, Binance Futures, Deribit, Binance JEX, FTX,
Gate.io, BFX.NU, BitZ and KuMEX; Emerging futures exchanges such as Hopex and FMex
are also in the scope of TI's attention. When we deem appropriate, these exchanges will
be added to the TI market database. The data collected from January 1, 2019 to
December 8, 2019 (unless otherwise specified, the following is true) to study and analyze
the global market for the year of cryptocurrency derivatives outbreaks.
‣ Futures and spot market total trading volume in 2019【Unit: US $ billion】
Source：TokenInsight

Futures Volume
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Spot Volume

Correlation coe cient of
futures and spot trading
volume 0.76
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For a detailed analysis of the entire market spot trading volume, please refer to the "2019 Spot
Exchange Industry Annual Report". This annual report includes 245 exchanges, of which 239 are
centralized exchanges and 6 are decentralized exchanges.
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TRADING ACTIVITIES

Since the trading volume of the futures market increased significantly in May, the number
of futures exchanges on the market has gradually increased from dozens at the beginning
of the year to hundreds. With the rising of the Bitcoin price, the trading volume of the
entire market in the second half of the year was almost double that of the first half. From
BitMEX's first launch of the XBTUSD perpetual contract in September 2015 to the market
and even FTX's Shitcoin-related indexes and contracts, the activity of contract trading
participants certainly comes from their deeper understanding of the cryptocurrencies, the
money-making effect at that time, and the innovation and implementation capabilities of
cryptocurrency market infrastructure builders are also evident.
‣ Changes in the average daily trading volume of futures in 2019【Unit: $100
Million】
Source
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TokenInsight
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The futures trading volume in 2019 exceeds US $ 3 trillion, with an average daily of US $
8.5 billion. The annual volume of futures trading accounted for 18.19% of the entire market,
of which 15.63% in the first half, and 20.75% in the second half. With the further maturity of
the cryptocurrency trading market, futures as one of the financial instruments help to
improve the hedging and price discovery in the market, thus will be further recognized and
accepted by investors, and futures will certainly conquer a larger market share in the future.
‣ Proportion of futures and spot trading volume in the first and second half of 2019
Source：TokenInsight

Second Half Spot Volume
20.75%

8
First Half Futures Volume
15.63%

First Half Spot Volume
84.37%
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Second Half Futures Volume
79.25%

TRADING ACTIVITIES

3.2 Analysis of Trading Volumes
Although a large number of new futures exchanges have emerged in 2019, most of the
exchanges that were originally spot-only also started to offer derivatives trading. But the
vast majority of transactions on the market are still be processed by the top tier exchanges.
From an annual perspective, BitMEX ranks first with a total annual trading volume of US $
972.8 billion, with an average daily trading volume of US $ 2.8 billion, followed by OKEx
and Huobi DM. The overall market head effect is still very obvious.
‣ Futures Exchange's total futures trading volume in 2019 【Unit: $1 billion】
Source：TokenInsight

BitMEX

972.83

OKEx

869.36

Huobi DM

660.90

Bybit

148.71

Deribit

102.28

Binance Futures

Top 3 Ratio to Market：85%

67.97

Binance JEX

32.41

FTX

29.86

Gate.io

22.83

Top 4 Ratio to Market：90%

250

500

750

1,000

The Bakkt Bitcoin futures exchange, which has attracted much attention this year, although
the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) has endorsed it, the trading
volume since its launch on September 24, 2019 has been less than expected. The trading
volume in October, November and December was only US $ 48.7 million, US $ 278 million
and US $ 317 million, still dwarfed by BitMEX's XBT / USDT contract. However, the future
development of the compliance exchange is certainly worth looking forward to, especially
after the compliance channel is opened and traditional funds can be invested in the market
through compliant gateway gradually.
In 2016, BitMEX exchange XBT / USDT perpetual contract trading volume was only 0.14%
of the trading volume in 2019.
Perhaps the potential of the market is unlimited.
‣ 2019Q4 Comparison of trading
volume between Bakkt and BitMEX
Bitcoin futures contracts
Source：TokenInsight

BitMEX_XBT/USDT
99.94%

tokeninsight.com
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2016
0.14%

2019
99.86%
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Bakkt
0.06%

‣ Comparison of BitMEX XBT / USDT
futures contract trading volume
between 2016 and 2019

TRADING ACTIVITIES

3.3 Market Trends
The correlation coefficients of the trading volume of most exchanges in the entire market
are above 0.8. The correlation coefficients of the market leader BitMEX, OKEx and Huobi
DM and the entire market are 0.85, 0.88 and 0.94 respectively.
‣ Comparison between the trading volume of contracts and spot【Unit: $1 billion】
Source：TokenInsight
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In terms of proportion, unlike the overall performance of the entire market, the volume of
OKEx futures in 2019 is 2.24 times the volume of spot trading. Huobi DM has been trading
on the contract for more than a year, and the current volume of futures contracts has
reached 2.19 Comparing Binance and BitMEX in the spot and futures markets, it can be
found that in 2019, there were 238 days of BitMEX trading volume reaching more than
twice that of Binance, and only 8 days of Binance spot trading volume exceeded BitMEX. If
the spot market continues to be sluggish, it can be predicted that the total derivatives
market trading volume in 2020 will grow to more than twice the spot trading volume.
‣ Comparison of trading volume of OKEx spot and futures contracts【Unit: $1
billion】
Source：TokenInsight
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In 2020, the derivatives industry may maintain the current overall market condition;
however, competition in the derivatives products will become intensified, and each
exchange will have the opportunity to acquire more investors from options or index
contracts trading. The detailed analysis will be shown below.
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04.
D E TA I L E D A N A LY S I S
Policymakers may prefer derivatives
In early December 19, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (hereinafter referred to
as the SEC) approved a fund called STONE RIDGE TRUST VI * under NYDIG. This fund was
the first fund approved by the SEC to invest in Bitcoin or its derivative contracts. The chart
below compares the SEC's attitude towards cryptocurrency funds in recent years.
‣ SEC's attitude towards cryptocurrency funds

Underlying

Spot

Spot

Spot

Spot

Derivative

June 2016

Application

-

-

-

-

Mar 2017

Rejected

-

-

-

-

June 2018

-

Application

Application

-

-

Dec 2018

-

Rejected

Rejected

-

-

Jan 2019

-

Re-apply

-

-

-

Feb 2019

-

-

-

Application

-

Nov 2019

-

-

-

-

Application

Dec 2019

Pending

Pending

Pending

-

Approved

Source：TokenInsight

In the past three years, the joint agency represented by Bitwise has tried to submit
applications for cryptocurrency spot funds to the SEC, but NYDIG's approval took less than
one month. Given that the fund has the important feature of not being directly exposed to
the cryptocurrency spot market, the rapid approval of the SEC may mean the importance
of policymakers on the derivatives market.

Cryptocurrency derivative system is getting better and perpetual
contracts are the mainstream products

*More about STONE RIDGE TRUST VI please refer：
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1764894/000119312519301050/d693146dn2a.htm
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In September 2015, the first Bitcoin futures contract was launched on the BitMEX exchange.
The cryptocurrency derivatives market is maturing. The current tradable categories are
summarized below.

11

DETAILED ANALYSIS

‣ Cryptocurrency derivatives tradable categories
Source：TokenInsight

Derivatives

Futures

Perpetual

Options

Delivery

Indices
The three major types of cryptocurrencies derivatives have their own advantages in terms of
risk hedging and gaining speculative returns. The existing derivatives system can already
meet the needs of most market participants; The following table summarizes the
significance of various types of derivatives for traders holding different purposes.
‣ Significance of various types of derivatives for traders
Risk Hedger

Speculator

Example

Miner and Institutional Investor

General Investor

Futures

Hedging

Get trending returns

Options

Late trading

Get trending returns

Tradable Indices

Hedging on a basket of
cryptocurrency

Get trending returns

Source：TokenInsight

The increase in the richness of derivatives categories is a sign of a sound cryptocurrency
exchange system. The various types of contracts of the 12 derivative exchanges listed by
TokenInsight are listed below. It can be seen that perpetual contracts are the mainstream
products in the cryptocurrency derivatives market. Additionally, the move contract is the
only build-in straddle like market-wide option, which makes traders gain from price volatility
without predicting the market trend(Up & Down).
‣ Numbers of exchange with cryptocurrency derivatives online
Sounce：TokenInsight

Futures

Options

Indices

Contained Both
5
Perpetual Contracts
6

0

2

5
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Delivery Contracts
1
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DETAILED ANALYSIS

4.1 Futures
Futures contract products are becoming more comprehensive, the
first to reduce trading fees may be favored by institutions
Among the 12 derivatives exchanges in the study, a total of 27 types of cryptocurrency
futures contracts were listed. According to TokenInsight statistics, the market value of
the top 10 tokens on the day of writing the report (December 17, 19) is 88.77%; all
except Tezos have corresponding futures contracts, and the existing futures contract
varieties are relatively comprehensive.
The figure below shows the corresponding futures contracts of 27 types of cryptocurrencies.
‣ Cryptocurrency contract launching situation
Source：TokenInsight

BTC
12 Online

EOS
9 Online

BCH
6 Online

LTC
6 Online

ETH
11 Online EOS
ADA 2 Online 9 Online

TRX
4 Online

ETC
4 Online

XRP
5 Online
BSV
3 Online

BNB 1 Online OKB 1 Online

However, it is completely different from the types of contracts. The trading fees on
cryptocurrency futures contracts is obviously designed for retail investors; the specific
comparison is shown in the table below.
‣ Comparison of transaction rates between traditional and digital asset futures
Exchanges

Contracts

Role

Rates

China Financial Futures
Exchange

CSI Series Stock Index
Futures

Trade

0.0023%

Open/Close

0.046%
0.005%

Zinc (ZN) Contracts；Tin
(SN) Contracts

Undistinguished

$0.43/hand

Chicago Mercantile
Exchange Holdings

Agricultural and
meteorological contracts

Member

Fixed $0.15
0.02%

BTC Delivery Contracts

Lv1 Maker
OKEx

Lv2 Taker

0.05%
0.025%

XBT Delivery Contracts

Maker
BitMEX

Taker

0.125%

Shang Hai Futures
Exchange

Source：Corresponding Exchanges, TokenInsight
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Copper (CU) Contracts； Undistinguished
Silver (AG) Contracts

DETAILED ANALYSIS

Although some exchanges have designed a tiered fee system, the minimum trading fees for
cryptocurrency derivatives are still maintained at -0.01% (Maker) and 0.025% (Taker); the
trading fees are still expensive from the perspective of institutional investors, the first
to reduce fees or launch a fixed rate exchange may benefit in the next stage.

Tradable index partially fills the vacancy in ETF
The “Spot Exchange Research Report” released by TokenInsight shows that the correlation
coefficient between the market trading volume and the Bitcoin price trend in the third
quarter of 2019 is 0.18; this means that when the price of Bitcoin is lower than expected,
there are still other cryptocurrencies in the market having outstanding performance.
However, various types of ETFs have been frequently blocked during the approval process,
and the cryptocurrency market has lacked a basket of portfolios that can be configured
for a long time in the past.
The emergence of index contracts partially fills the gaps in the ETF products; index
contracts can be used as a tool to easily hedge the risk of investment portfolios or to use
them alone to obtain returns. The five index contracts in the cryptocurrency derivatives
industry are all from FTX platforms. The details of the contracts are shown in the table
below. The emergence of indices and index contracts means an increase in market maturity,
and we expect more such products to go online in 2020. At the same time, in order to help
market participants better grasp the pulse of the market, TokenInsight also continues to run
TI indexes that reflect the overall performance of the blockchain industry; specific
information can be found on the official TokenInsight website.
‣ Details of five tradable index contact
ALT
MID

SHIT

EXCH

DRGN

Underlying
Asset

9

24

58

4

8

Launch Date

9 July

17 July

23 July

3 Sept

29 Oct

Underlying
Features

Mainstream
token

Medium cap
token

Small cap
token

Exchangebased
Public Chain
token
token

Example

ETH

ADA

AION

BNB

Methodology

Weighted average

TRX
Arithmetic
mean

Source：FTX；TokenInsight

Cryptocurrency derivatives are emerging markets, and futures
contract stability needs more improvement
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Forced liquidation is a nightmare for futures contract traders, but it is also an inherent risk of
highly leveraged products. Compared to general commodities or financial futures, the price
of cryptocurrencies is more likely to fluctuate or be manipulated; in order to deal with this
risk, derivatives exchanges often use a weighted average of multiple other exchanges in
index calculation. It is generally believed that more index components can reduce the
impact of a single component price on the index. TokenInsight found that there is a large
difference in the selection of price index components of each exchange; as shown in the
table below.

DETAILED ANALYSIS

‣ Number of constituents of the futures contract index of each derivative exchange
Source：Corresponding Exchanges, TokenInsight
10

10

10

7

6

6

6
5

5
4

4

4

4

3
0

FTX

Hopex Binance KuMEX Deribit BitMEX

FMex

Bybit Huobi DM OKEx

Gate.io

It is easy to conclude from the above figure that the index component of emerging
derivatives exchanges has a certain amount of improvement over the others. At the same
time, methods such as dynamic index weight adjustment are also applied in the process of
contract product design. This is what investors are looking for. However, the “flash crash"
phenomenon caused by sharp price fluctuations still occurs from time to time. In 2020, the
trading and market stability of the futures contracts needs to be improved.

4.2 Options
Options derivatives sellers are mostly exchanges, which can
generate stable income
Of the 12 derivative exchanges counted this time, a total of 4 have listed options or
options-like contract products, namely: BitMEX, Deribit, Binance JEX and FTX. The
conditions of the options issuance rules are shown in the table below.
‣ Margin and purchase cost of options on four derivatives exchanges（191225BTC
Weekly Option）
Short margin

BitMEX
FTX

Short margin
rate

Others
requirement
for seller

Freeze
amount

Purchase
Cost
$0.0006/
Contract

Unannounced，only open for BitMEX market maker

Options issuance available as Request for quote, no standard margin

Deribit

0.0005 BTC

100%

No

$3.32/
Contract

$0.78/
Contracts

Binance JEX

0.001 BTC

100%

100 JEX

$8.64/
Contracts

$0.75/
Contracts

The table above shows that general investors cannot sell options at BitMEX. Similarly, the
Binance JEX exchange charges sellers up to an additional margin of 100 JEX per contract.
The FTX is the only one in four derivative exchange provides a friendly requirement for
options issuance.
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Source：BitMEX, FTX, Deribit, Binance JEX, TokenInsight
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DETAILED ANALYSIS

Therefore, it can be inferred that the sellers in the cryptocurrency options market are mostly
the exchanges or their anchor market makers; there is a possibility that most traders will
actually bet against the exchange after paying the option premium. The exchange or its
market maker implements a two-way selling strategy; therefore, although the
"ticket" (option premium) change price changes from time to time, the exchange and
market maker will always obtain a stable return (ie, option premium).
It can be predicted that in 2020, there may be more cryptocurrency derivatives exchanges
listing options.

American options will be the next puzzle in the derivatives industry
Of the 12 cryptocurrency derivatives exchanges surveyed by TokenInsight, a total of 4 have
listed options contract products (of which FTX's volatility contract can be regarded as an
option's Straddle trading strategy), all of which are European options.
The significant difference between American options corresponding to European options is
the flexibility of exercise; American options can be exercised at any time before the
expiration date. For the convenience of explanation, TokenInsight compares the differences
between the two in the traditional market.
‣ Comparison between European and American Options
European Options

American Options

Main Purpose

Hedging

Hedging and Speculation

Example

SP500 Index Option

Stocks Option

Exercise Gap

Expiration Date

Any time before expiration date

Premium

Lower

Higher

Volume

Lower

Higher

Risk

Lower

Higher

Trading Platform

OTC in usual

Counter Trading in usual

Source

TokenInsight

Although American and European options have the same value with containing no-dividend
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underlying, given that most cryptocurrency market participants are speculative and
profitable; the product characteristics of American options more closely match the needs of
the current trader, which will be the next puzzle in the derivatives industry .
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05.
USER DISTRIBUTION
AND USER SCALE
The interest on spot trading is reduced, and the derivatives market
may gain significant market traction
At the end of 2019, the money-making effect of the cryptocurrency spot market was
reduced; as a result, the spot market has continued to show investor losing since July. The
following figure shows the comparison of the TI index reflecting the overall situation of the
cryptocurrency spot market and the traffic of the three leading derivatives exchanges.
‣ Comparison between the TI index and visits of three derivatives-led exchanges
Source：Similarweb, TokenInsight

TI Index

Right Axis

BitMEX

Bybit

FTX

100M

900
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1M

450
225
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It is easy to conclude that, in the case of the continued downturn in the spot market, the
number of visits received by exchanges based on cryptocurrency derivatives trading has
steadily increased. If the downward trend continues, the derivatives market may receive
more attention.

tokeninsight.com
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At the same time, there is still a clear top tier ‣ Proportion of users of derivatives
effect in the distribution of visitors on derivatives
exchanges
exchanges. As shown in the data on the right, Source：Similarweb, TokenInsight
BitMEX acquired about 69% of derivatives
BitMEX
investors in the second half of 2019. OKEx and
Bybit
OKEx
14%
Huobi DM, which ranked second and third in
FTX
volume, accounted for about 12% and 2%,
KuMEX
respectively. Benefiting from consecutive trading
Huobi DM
BFX.NU
12%
competitions, the emerging derivatives
exchange Bybit shared 14% of the cake in terms
2%
of the number of visitors in Q3, Q4 2019.
According to the previous analysis of the
2%
derivatives market in 2020, it is wise to conduct
69%
customer acquisition at this stage.
1%

06.
R E G U L AT O R Y C O M P L I A N C E
Compliance is not the only factor that attracts investors
Bakkt under the Intercontinental Exchange (operating the New York Stock Exchange, etc.)
launched a Bitcoin physical delivery futures contract on September 23, 1919. Data show
that the contract's trading volume on the day of launch was only $ 0.7M; on the subsequent
October 26, the contract's trading volume reached $ 11M. On the same day, the trading
volume of Bitcoin perpetual contract of BitMEX, the cryptocurrency derivatives exchange
with the highest trading volume, was about $ 8B.
Although Bakkt's Bitcoin futures contract complies with the requirements of the US
regulatory system and is ahead of BitMEX in terms of compliance; however, the trading
volume between the two is more than 700 times different. It can be seen that compliance
and regulation are not the only factors that attract investors to enter the market.

Exchange compliance is an important prerequisite for institutional
investors to enter the market
The application form of the STONE RIDGE TRUST VI fund which mentioned earlier
approved by SEC.

The only Bitcoin futures in which the Fund will
invest are cash-settled Bitcoin futures traded on
commodity exchanges registered with the CFTC.

The CFTC (U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission) is an independent agency
established by the US government. Its main function is to oversee the US derivatives
market. According to the CFTC official website, currently only Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME) exchange meets the standards described in STONE RIDGE TRUST VI.
The volume of the BTCH0 contract listed on CME was $ 832,600 in the 24-hour period on

funds of this type can only choose CME for trading; exchange compliance is an important
prerequisite for institutional investors to enter the market.

tokeninsight.com
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the date of writing this report; the number of OKEx contract BTC-USD-200327 that expired
on the same day was $ 665,763,800. From the volume data, it can be seen intuitively that
OKEx's contracts have higher liquidity, and this is exactly what institutional investors value.
However, subject to policy requirements, STONE RIDGE TRUST VI and future approved

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Contingent cryptocurrency ETF may be launched in 2020
As of the date of writing this report, no ETF with Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies as the
target has been approved by the SEC. The SEC claims that the cryptocurrency market
cannot meet the requirements of Exchange Act Section 6 (b) (5). In particular:

(Rules are) designed to prevent fraudulent and
manipulative acts and practices.
That is, the SEC believes that such ETFs will directly expose investors' assets to
cryptocurrency markets that are easily "manipulated".
According to TokenInsight statistics, among the top 25 derivatives exchanges, the trading
volume of Bitcoin and Ethereum futures contracts under the US regulatory system is shown
in the following figure.
‣ Trading volume of Bitcoin and Ethereal futures contracts under the US regulatory
system compare with all market volume
Source：TokenInsight

1.2%

5.4%

4.1%

1.4%

BTC Perpetual

BTC Deliverable

ETH Perpetual

ETH Deliverable

The above picture shows that from the perspective of the SEC, the compliant trading
volume of the cryptocurrency derivatives industry is very low; therefore, the SEC believes
that the market is easy to manipulate. This is currently the biggest factor preventing the
cryptocurrency compliance ETF from being launched; if there is a change, such products
may be launched in 2020.
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07.
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
TokenInsight interviewed FTX Derivatives Exchange CEO：Sam
Bankman-Fried

TI: Do you think 2020 is the year of the crypto
options trading market?
I think that we're going to see significantly
increased adoption of crypto options in 2020,
although I still don't expect them to be as large
as futures.

TI: What is one of the main focuses of the
derivatives business in 2020?
I think that there is going to be significant
consolidation of crypto derivatives in 2020. I
also think that there will be increased usage of
new types of derivatives--starting with options
but quickly including tokenized trades.

TI: Can you share some figures (predict) the
size of the crypto derivatives market and the
No. of market participants in 2020?
I'd guess we'll see a small increase in
derivatives markets--maybe reaching 15-20b/
day of volume--in 2020. I'd guess that the
number of traders will increase but only slightly
as well and that the number of significant
venues will probably decrease as the industry
consolidates.

tokeninsight.com
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-Sam Bankman-Fried
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

TokenInsight interviewed Hopex Derivatives Exchange
CMO： Jenny ZHANG

TI: What’s your opinion on the development
prospects of options derivatives in 2020
In 2020, options trading will still be in its
infancy, for the following reasons:
Technical barriers. The emergence of a new
financial product is inseparable from the
support of technical strength and financial
background. At the beginning of the
development of spot trading and futures
trading, many exchanges did not have the
ability or time to conduct research and
development on their own, and relied on
external purchase systems，which was
expensive, but stability and ease of use were
not guarantee. So do the options trading
system. A team without the ability or time to
research and develop its own system can only
buy expensive products or abandon options
products.
Operating costs. A new product line requires
the exchange to be equipped with new
personnel to ensure general operation. In
addition, there are various types of operation
and maintenance, servers, market makers, and
customer education costs.
Traffic source. At present, the market with
relatively large demand for options is still
concentrated in institutional investors. The first
batch of retail investors that accept or want to
test options trading will still focus on options
exchanges that have been operating stably,
such as Deribit.

-Jenny ZHANG
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The exchanges that complete the layout of
futures trading in 2019 may begin to deploy
options trading in 2020, occupying this
undeveloped fertile land earlier, but this is just
the beginning.

08.
D I S C O V E R I N G M O R E VA L U E S

FTX was founded in April 2019, backed by Alameda Research, the top cryptocurrency
liquidity provider in the industry. FTX provides Perpetual contracts, Futures contracts, and
Spot, also offers innovative products such as Index contracts, Leverage Token, Volatility
contracts, and RFQ Options contracts. The Leverage Token allows users to hold leverage
exposure of an underlying without worry about liquidation. The Volatility contracts help
users to capture significant BTC movement in USD amount without knowing the direction.
And the RFQ (Request For Quote) options contract allows traders to customize designated
options for constructing their strategies.
To provide better liquidity and to reduce the complicated trading process, FTX uses USD as
the exchange-wide settlement currency. Also, FTX sets different contracts in one collateral
wallet in for traders to manage capital allocation and control the entire account risks cross
different positions easily. The subaccount feature helps traders to segregate risks according
to various strategies. Non-inverted futures products ensure a simplified trading calculation
and less risk exposure. Supported by Alameda Research and active members of Backstop
Liquidity Provider, FTX has the best in-kind liquid since day one.
To find the best trader in the world, FTX hosted the five-weeks Battle Royal trading
competition, which attracted over 700 traders to participate.
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DISCOVERING MORE VALUES

Hopex founder Frank has been involved in derivatives trading in Hong Kong for more than
a decade and has a deep understanding of derivatives in Hong Kong. CBBCs are important
products in the Hong Kong derivatives market; therefore, Hopex hopes to apply this logic
to the cryptocurrency market to increase the richness of cryptocurrency derivatives. The
product is expected to be officially launched to the market in the first half of 2020.
In 2020, Hopex will continue to optimize futures contract products. In terms of trading
functions, Hopex will improve various conditions and add risk control tools commonly used
in traditional finance industry; and develop PC installation software versions to provide
more and more convenient trading functions.. In addition, Hopex also plans to launch
options and structured products with non-linear returns. The current schedule has not been
determined.
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09.
2 0 1 9 Q 4 D E R I VAT I V E S
E X C H A N G E S R AT I N G
R E S U LT S
TokenInsight released an updated cryptocurrency derivatives exchange rating results
based on the exchange's publicly available data from October 2019 to December 2019.
Deribit, Binance Futures, Binance JEX, BitZ, Kumex have been included. Compare with Q3
2019, Bybit has been upgraded but Gate.io has been downgraded. The result is as follows.
‣ 2019 Q4 Derivatives Exchanges Rating Results
Source：TokenInsight

Exchanges

Q4 Ratings

Q3 Ratings

BitMEX

BBB

BBB

OKEx

BBB

BBB

HBDM

BBB

BBB

Bybit

BB

B

Deribit

BB

-

Binance Futures

BB

-

Binance JEX

BB

-

FTX

B

B

BitZ

B

-

Gate.io

CCC

B

Kumex

CCC

-
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Note: Blue indicates this rating is newly added; red indicates this rating is downgraded; green
indicates this rating is upgraded
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The report is based on public sources considered to be reliable, but TokenInsight Inc. does not guarantee
the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein. The report had been prepared for
informative purposes only and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to purchase, hold, or sell
any cryptocurrencies (tokens) or to engage in any investment activities. Any opinions or expressions herein
reflect a judgment made as of the date of publication, and TokenInsight Inc. reserves the right to withdraw
or amend its acknowledgment at any time in its sole discretion. TokenInsight Inc. will periodically or
irregularly track the subjects of the reports to determine whether to adjust the acknowledgement and will
publish them in a timely manner.
TokenInsight Inc. takes its due diligence to ensure the report provides a true and fair view without potential
influences of any third parties. There is no association between TokenInsight Inc. and the subject referred in
the report which would harm the objectivity, independence, and impartiality of the report.
Trading and investing in cryptocurrencies (tokens) may involve significant risks including price volatility and
illiquidity. Investors should fully aware the potential risks and are not to construe the content of the report as
the only information for investment activities. None of the products or TokenInsight Inc, nor any of its
authors or employees shall be liable to any party for its direct or indirect losses alleged to have been
suffered on account thereof.
All rights reserved to TokenInsight Inc.
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